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Avspecs’ latest Mosquito nearing completion – Unfortunately not staying in NZ. This one is off to Texas. 
 

September club night – “The Aviator”  
Unfortunately both our President and VP were away with the “man flu”. Potentially very serious but I am 
advised they have both recovered.  
Our guest speaker was Craig Saunders from “The Aviator”. Check them out at  https://www.theaviator.co.nz/.   
This is a start-up company based at Tauranga airport, who are developing interactive flight simulators using 
virtual reality headsets. The system is set up primarily to fly warbirds in a dogfighting situation - from a Spitfire 
Mk IX, to an F18.  The simulators are linked together so you can fly as wingmen against a computer-generated 
enemy, or you can pair off eg Spitfire vs Me109.  The realism is such that people have been known to become 
totally disoriented after a heavy aerobatics session.  The simulator can also be used to take you through 
authentic startup sequences, F18 carrier launches, baleout situations and much more. Some customers come 
along to just cruise around and do circuits, while others want the full combat situation which invariably results 
in a stiff neck from looking around to see where the enemy is!  Plans are in place to build a further simulator 
with a full 6 degrees of freedom mount.   
Our club members have been offered a free introductory session so contact me for details.   We are also 
considering a Club Xmas function with a barbecue and a beer - watch this space.    (Santa – please note for Xmas 
presents). 
A presentation of a donated trainer model was made to new junior member Cory McConnell, who appeared 
somewhat overwhelmed at his good fortune. We hope to see you flying soon Cory. 
New member Scott McLeod was welcomed, and given a special thanks for his company McLeod Cranes’ 
donation of $500 to the club. If you are planning to build a new bridge or a power station, give Scott a call and 
he will do the heavy lifting for you. 
 

Wings test challenge 
Can you answer these? 

• Demonstrate how to do a range check with your radio.  This is important as sometimes a radio can 
develop a fault in which it puts out a reduced signal. Your model may work fine at close range, but will 
not respond once airborne. 

• Does your radio have “fail-safe”?   Demonstrate how you have set this up.  The purpose of a fail safe is to 
shut the motor off and bring all controls to neutral in the event of loss of signal. This will enable the 
model to glide down and land hopefully undamaged and at a retrievable distance. Common mistakes 
are not to reduce the motor control down to shut off when binding. In this event the motor will go to 
idle and may fly for miles before the tank/battery runs dry. Similarly make sure that the fail safe does 
not drive the motor to full throttle. You may not have far to walk, but you will have a pile of fragments 
to take home. 
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Search and Rescue Exercise 
On Saturday 4th, a simulated search 
and rescue operation was held at TECT 
Park by the Youth Search and Rescue 
group. People came from Tauranga, 
Hamilton and Auckland to participate. 
The exercise was held on our club site 
and the mission brief was that a 
squadron of aircraft had run into a 

storm and had crashed in the jungle. TMAC had identified some 6 lost models, and the SAR group were briefed 
on where each was last seen from which they took bearings and distances. They erected a command post, and a 
communications relay station on the weather station knob. The weather was horridible – cold, drizzling and a 
light wind. No one was flying so there was no impact on club activities. It was great to see these young people 
fully kitted out and prepared to face the elements. Some valuable lessons were learned such as shortening the 
set-up time by doing different activities simultaneously but after about 2 hours of preparation they established 
5 teams and the search got underway.  

The outcome? – unfortunately none of the targeted downed models were found, but the YSAR group did find 
some wing covering from a previously retrieved plane, a LiPo battery and an electric glider (somewhat old and 
weathered).  This has been identified as a Hobbyking “AXN Cloudsfly” – unfortunately nothing is worth 
salvaging. In addition to crash damage, all the electrics are corroded and there are animal bite marks 
everywhere! Please let me know if its yours. Having a successful find made the whole exercise worthwhile and 
YSAR have expressed a desire to repeat the exercise in more favourable weather. 
 

Training support 
A laminated full set of the MFNZ “wings” test requirements, and 
questions/answers has been put in the clubhouse. This is for 
reference only so please do not take it off the field. Please feel free 
to browse between flights.  It will be particularly relevant to 
instructors, examiners, and students who meet randomly at the 
field and no one can remember what is required to pass the test!   
All of these documents can be downloaded from the MFNZ 
website. 
One document which is hard to find is the “MFNZ Member’s 
Manual”. This is referenced several times in the MFNZ 
documentation but is not listed in the downloads available on the 
site. It contains a lot of useful stuff about the background to the 
wings test and is a recommended read.  It can be downloaded 
from :-

http://www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/gerenal/MFNZ_Members_Manual_2018_Rev_0.pdf  (note the typo) 
“I am not yer Mother”  - One thing for trainees to remember is that the onus is on you to develop your skills and 
get up to a wings standard. We are not going to spoon feed you, but always feel free to ask for help from other 
members.  Most will be delighted to assist.  

The Command Post 

Mission Briefing 

http://www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/gerenal/MFNZ_Members_Manual_2018_Rev_0.pdf


Roger Hutson’s Turbinator project 
“A couple of photos which may be of interest. 
I have just finished painting the Turbinator and I am heartily sick of fumes, paint dust and cleaning spray 
painting gear. 
Nick Ziroli's plan records a weight range of 20 -22 lbs and it has come in at exactly 20lbs which gives a wing 
loading of 43.89 oz/sq.ft. (For the dimensionally enlightened this is 13.4 Kg/m2). This is high by aerobat 
standards but pretty good for a jet. 
I am waiting for components from China, Australia and from two US suppliers, so there will be a delay before it 
can be completed.” 

 

 
Wing Incidence – again? 

Following last months’ article on wing incidence I have been asked by several 
members on “how do I measure my wing incidence?”  Its easier than you may have 
thought. 

• The traditional and hard way – mount your plane firmly and use a spirit level to 
set the tailplane level. Measure the distance from wing leading edge to a fixed 
surface and from the wing trailing edge to that surface.   
The wing incidence in degrees is then = tan-1(LE-TE/chord).  Groan – I’ve forgotten 
how to do geometry. 

• The easy but imprecise way – buy or borrow a commercial incidence gauge (eg Robart Incidence Meter 
at US$37 plus freight). This clamps to LE and TE and has a protractor scale with a pointer fitted to a 
pendulum. Accurate to +/- 1 degree. Check both wing and tailplane incidence.  The difference between 
the wing and tailplane incidence is the wing incidence. 

• The Prof Flapbracket cheapskate approach. Buy a 2nd hand broken Robart gauge from our auction ($10) 
and strap your mobile phone to it with rubber bands. Download a freebie tilt meter app  (iLevelX works 
well). This will give accuracy to within 0.1 degree. 

The incidence meter will not only measure wing incidence. Use it for checking for wing warps, difference 
between left and right wings, wash-out, dihedral etc. 

 
 

Prof. Flapbracket 

The standard Robart Guage The Flapbracket cheapskate Gauge 



Gliding Competitions 

Rob organised a fun Radian competition on 12/8 which attracted 7 contestants. Three rounds were flown, the 
first of 10sec motor run, the second 20 sec and the third of 30 seconds. Points were awarded for order of 
landing and for proximity to a ground marker. Rob and Tony suffered from ALES premature motor cutoff 
(there’s a cure for that) but still made good times. In the last round most of the contestants caught thermals. 
Tony and Bruce were still way up after the others had landed, and to provide airspace for other flyers the rules 
were rewritten to give these last two a 3 minute landing deadline.  Tony was last down and used his javelin 
technique to spear into the ground right next to the target.  Results = Tony 1st. Bruce 2nd. Ben and Rob tied for 
third.  Tony received a bag of Kiwifruit as a prize. 
Tony ran a second competition on 26/8.  Results for the 7 entries:- 
               1.   Kim Clarke  1297 Points 
               2.   Rob Morgan 1224 
               3.   Dom Clarke  1199 

4.   Frank Brown  1053 
5.   Tony Christiansen  937 
6.   Bruce Clarke  914 
7.   Gary Powell  761 

‘All Up last Down’ competition was very close with Tony first, Rob second, Frank third. 
A very good contest was had with some patchy lift at times as well as some missed landing points. 
Tony plans to run a Gliding comp at least once a month till the end of the year with Radian and Open gliders 
which have a 10 minute flight time. 

 
Internet links of a general aviation theme. 

• Video about “The Aviator”   https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/98254099/tauranga-tinkerer-brings-top-
gun-dreams-to-life 

• Oshkosh 2018  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NA-CgDkkgaE 

• Is this the next battery technology?. 12V -3AHr at only 29g weight. Max current limit only 5C at this 
time, but this could improve.  http://assets.solidenergysystems.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/09/08171937/Hermes_Spec_Sheet1.pdf 

• Some like them big - 
https://www.facebook.com/ATDrones/videos/1768618846578456/UzpfSTEwMDAwMzYzMTA3ODY0Nj
ozMDYwNjExMjk0OTk0MTQ6MTA6MDoxNTM1Nzg1MTk5OjM2ODkzOTEzOTQyMjc0MDMyNTQ/ 

 

Pit chatter (by roving reporter Andy Avgas)  

• Who was it that turned up at the site with a car full of flying stuff, but then discovered he had 
left his wings behind?    Clue – the plane was a Zlin  

• We now have a work bench on which to charge batteries. Originally Bill was tasked with 
developing a fully engineered design with certified structural calculations, 3 view construction 
drawings and an isometric. Unfortunately, Bill was stricken with the dreaded “man flu” and was 

unable to fulfil this task. Rob was left with a kit of bits, and no instructions,  but a little on-site 
extempore design has resulted in a functional bench. The bench was pronounced level using a precision 
eyeometer, with a carefully calculated allowance for drainage.  

• The pit rumour mill has indicated that Alan Davidson has “volunteered” to be our safety monitor. The 
proposal is that he will set up a chair on the deck, and armed with a shotgun, will “adjust” any models 
taxiing in the pits, or starting without using a restraining device. The committee will consider this 
proposal. 

• Congratulations to Moe de Rosemont for getting his multirotor “wings”. (Do multirotors have wings ?) 
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• Proving that light travels faster than sound.  This is 

why some people appear bright until you hear 

them speak. 

• Maintenance Tip 1  If it moves and it shouldn’t, 

use duct tape. If it doesn’t move and it should, use 

CRC 5.56. 

• Maintenance Tip 2 – If you can’t fix it with a 

hammer, then it’s an electrical problem. 

• The Luftwaffe has taken over ! Not a Spitfire in 
sight. Focke Wulf FW190. Focke Wulf TA 152, and 
a Messerschmidt Me109.  → 

 
 

• ←  The NOCLASS control line model aircraft club will be 
holding a “speed limit” combat competition at TECT Park on 
Sunday November 18th.  Practice from 10am, competition starts 
11am.  Come and watch our Rob Morgan defend his 
reputation.  Control line combat is one of those diverse model 
flying activities which combine very highly tuned motors, high 
aircraft speeds and instantaneous reflexes.  

• One of our members has reported a loss of a model 
which is now stuck at the top of a tree North-West of the day 
shelter. This had a fully charged Lipo and is fitted with high 

intensity LED strobe lights so it will probably remain flashing for a few days.  Do any of our multirotor 
flyers have the capability to fit a hook and try to dislodge it before Civil Aviation thinks there is a genuine 
emergency ? 

• Following Andy’s call last month for a trainer model, Philip Churchill has an airframe available. If 
interested contact him at churchill@eol.co.nz.  Price negotiable depending on whether you need servos, 
motor etc. 
 
 

 
That’s all for this month 
Fly safe and have fun. 
 
Dave Marriott 
Editor 
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